
CHICHESTER OFFICE
OFFICES THROUGHOUT
THE UK AND EUROPE

Jeanneau DB37

Year: 2024 Heads: 1
Location: Chichester Cabins: 2
LOA: 38' 11" (11.86m) Berths: 4
Beam: 11' 6" (3.51m) Keel:
Draft: Engines: 2

Remarks:
The DB 37 is designed for you to fully benefit from the sea, to experience and share unforgettable moments. A true
party boat, with an optimal interior layout, she also offers the possibility of extended stays onboard. All of this with
the stylish allure of elegant lines. From day boat, to party boat, to cruiser, the DB 37 promises exceptional
experiences on the water.

£509,636 Tax Paid

E: chichester@networkyachtbrokers.co.uk T: 01243 550042

www.networkyachtbrokers.com | over 700 boats listed
REF: 03F9221643
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Mechanical and Rigging

- Twin Volvo Penta D4-320 Diesel inboard engines
- Automatic Zipwake trim tabs

Inventory

- Mooring Kit
- Anchoring Kit
- Removable swim ladder for lateral terrace
- Wood cockpit table with telescopic legs for sundeck macadamia white
- Fridge 49L in the breakfast point
- Microwave oven 230V in the breakfast point
- Vitroceramic Hob 220v 50hz in the cockpit galley  

Packs:  

Comfort Pack:

- Direct plug for fresh water at the dock   
- Leather-covered cockpit handrails   
- Venetian blinds in the aft cabin, in lieu of the curtains   
- 2 retractable ambient lights in the cockpit galley  

Trim Level Premiere Macadamia Pack:

- Ventilation Pack: opening deck hatch and 2nd porthole starboard in   
the front cabin, 2nd porthole in the head   
- Ambiance Pack: LED lights exterior steps + indirect interior LED   
lights   
- 2 lateral electrical terraces (portside and starboard)   
- Windlass control with chain counter at the helm station   
- Fusion BB100 + remote control + 4 loudspeakers FUSION "FM SERIES" in 
the cockpit   
- Set of PVC Stamoid white covers for: helm station, 3 seats pilot and 
copilots, cockpit galley and cockpit benches   
- Stainless steel bow protection   
- 2 aft cockpit spotlights   
- Movable backrest of the sliding cockpit bench   
- Tilting backrest of the aft bench (transverse sunbed)   

Upgraded Raymarine Electronic Pack: 

- 2 screens AXIOM+ 12 RV   
- Transducer CPTS  
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- Wifi connectivity for control from a tablet or a smartphone   
- Cartography included (Europe, North America or Rest of the world)   
- Volvo engine information display   

- VHF RAYMARINE RAY90

Audio Pack Premium Fusion 

Including: 
- FUSION APOLLO WB670 
- 1 amplifier 
- 6 loudspeakers (2 front cockpit, 4 aft cockpit) 
- 1 subwoofer (aft cockpit starboard) 
- 2 tweeters at the helm station 
In lieu of the audio pack of the Premiere Trim Level 
Requires the Premiere Trim Level

Disclaimer

The Company offers the details of this vessel in good faith but cannot guarantee or warrant
the accuracy of this information nor warrant the condition of the vessel. A buyer should
instruct his agents, or his surveyors, to investigate such details as the buyer desires
validated. This vessel is offered subject to prior sale, price change, or withdrawal without
notice.

 

Accommodation

Master Cabin:

- Forward master cabin with double island bed
- Large hanging wardrobe on the port side
- Vanity station with backlit mirror
- Cupboards and storage on the starboard side
- LED mood lighting in cabin
- Large hull windows

Aft Cabin:

- Aft cabin with two single beds and infill to form partly a double bed
- Hanging wardrobe on port side
- Storage unit on starboard side
- Large mirror at the head of bed
- LED mood lighting in cabin

Breakfast Point:
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- 49L fridge
- Microwave oven 230v
- Opening drawers

Heads:

- Marine toilet with holding tank
- Separate shower compartment
- Opening porthole

 

Remarks :

The DB 37 is designed for you to fully benefit from the sea, to experience and share
unforgettable moments. A true party boat, with an optimal interior layout, she also offers the
possibility of extended stays onboard. All of this with the stylish allure of elegant lines. From
day boat, to party boat, to cruiser, the DB 37 promises exceptional experiences on the
water.

This new model perfectly represents the DB Yachts line, upholding the core principles that
made the DB/43 a success. The deck plan privileges exterior space and easy movement
on board, and while at anchor, side terraces can extend the cockpit toward the sea.

The interior of the DB/37 fulfils all the promises of the DB Yachts line, with refined touches,
fine materials, thoughtful details, and a warm atmosphere, all enhanced by natural lighting
diffused through vast windows in the hull.

She comes equipped with Twin Volvo D4-320 Diesel inboard engines and a high
specification which includes a bow thruster, automatic zipwake trim tabs, bow thruster,
Fusion stereo system, upgraded Raymarine electronics pack and more.

Available to order for 2024 with a final specification deadline 3 months before delivery so
there is plenty of time to discuss this boat with us and amend her specification to tailor the
boat to your exact requirements.

Library pictures are currently being used.
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 Contact: Network Yacht Brokers Chichester Unit D3 Chichester Marina Chichester PO20 7EJ
Tel: 01243 550042

 Email: chichester@networkyachtbrokers.co.uk

Disclaimer : Blackrock Yachting Limited t/a Network Yacht Brokers Brighton offers the details of this vessel for sale but cannot guarantee or warrant the
accuracy of the information contained in the specification or warrant the condition of the vessel or equipment. A buyer should instruct his agents, or
surveyors, to investigate such details as the buyer desires validated. This vessel is offered for sale subject to no prior sale, price change, or withdrawal
without notice.
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